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Preface

The publications included here were written collateral to my work on four

projects of Nokia Research Center, Finland:

1999-2000: BillNeat. The project addressed the problem of charging and

billing for Internet services.

2001-2006: Global Authentication Infrastructure (GAIN). The project devel-

oped a generic way to reuse the existing cellular authentication infrastructure

for authenticating applications towards service providers. The technology was

standardized in 3GPP as Generic Authentication Architecture (GAA) and I have

contributed to that standard. (See publication II in this dissertation).

2003-2007: Magic Wand (renamed “Digital Living Easy Setup and Security”

in 2006). The project was about initializing security (pairing) between mobile

phones and other personal devices. The protocols for device pairing designed

in this project were eventually incorporated into standards (Bluetooth Secure

Simple Pairing and Wireless USB Association Models).

2008-2012: Awarenet. The project developed a low-power radio technology

for ad hoc networking between personal devices based on WLAN hardware.

Awarenet supports discovering friends, services and data in the local neighbor-

hood of the personal device. The technology is now being standardized by the

WiFi Alliance. The “Equal Subdomains” technique described in publication IV of

this dissertation is now part of the Nokia Awarenet platform [1,2].

Each project was done by a team of dedicated people, and I have experienced

friendly atmosphere and entrepreneurial spirit in those teams.
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dissertation would have been relinquished without his help; the pre-examiners

Stephen Farrell and Giovanni Neglia, whose comments helped to improve this

text; and my coauthors, especially N. Asokan and Valtteri Niemi.

In addition to the above-mentioned projects, my writing has been supported
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program of TIVIT (Finnish Strategic Centre for Science, Technology and Innova-

tion in the field of ICT); and by the European Community’s Seventh Framework

Programme under grant agreement no. 258414 (SCAMPI).

Otaniemi, Espoo, May 7, 2014,
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1. Introduction

This dissertation is mainly about securing data communication between mobile

devices with little or no support from infrastructure. The adjective phrase

“partially isolated” will be used to describe networks of nodes that communicate

in such manner. Our thesis is that in partially isolated networks security and

privacy, on the one hand, and resource management, on the other, are closely

related and tend to influence each other. For example, security needs impact

on resource management whenever we allocate scarce resources to mitigate

potential attacks on the system. As another example, access to scarce resources

needs to be controlled, which implies some kind of authorization for devices that

consume them.

Communication without full infrastructure support is a topic of extensive

research. The reasons for this scientific interest are the new possibilities for

communication in special conditions and the intellectual challenge in realizing

these possibilities.

New systems for wireless device-to-device communications for consumers

with limited infrastructure support have been recently announced by Nokia [2],

Qualcomm [6], NEC [7], and Peep Wireless [8]. Even though business in that

area has not taken up so far, these developments indicate industry’s interest. In

this kind of systems we need to secure wireless data communication between

consumer devices because it may be visible to the public.

In some scenarios the whole network could reside in a physically separated,

closed environment with controlled access, like the chromium mine in Kemi,

Finland [9]. On these grounds it may be argued that there is no need for

additional security measures, like message authentication, inside the mine. But

the recent sequence of cyber-attacks on infrastructure in different countries

indicate that additional security measures should be at least considered for

precisely this kind of environments.

Here is the list of well known incidents [10–12]: In 2010 Stuxnet malware

17
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was detected in Iranian industry sites. It is possible that the malware have

initially penetrated the closely-guarded industrial sites on a contaminated USB

memory stick. The purpose of this program was to disrupt the Iranian work

on enrichment of uranium. Stuxnet have spread also to Russia, India and

Indonesia. In 2011 Duqu spyware, that seems to be a relative to Stuxnet based

on code analysis, was detected. Duqu gathered information from companies that

specialize in industrial automation. It attempts to send the collected data to a

remote server and removes itself from the contaminated host after 36 days. In

2012 the Flame spyware was used to gather information from Middle-Eastern

data networks. Also in 2012, another spyware Rocra was found. It has been

gathering data in tens of countries since 2007.

It seems that the cyber-attacks were planned and prepared in a well organized

way. Now, imagine a lab of, say, 30 people somewhere deep inside a government

bureaucracy, or in the private sector, who write this kind of software for a living.

After delivering last year’s successful malware the fellows are probably busy

working on the next one. (I cannot think of a reason why such an organization—

once it exists and have proven its value by producing Flame or Rocra—will be

dissolved.) So the sequence of cyber-attacks is likely to continue and there is

a place for data security measures inside mines and other industrial systems,

even though these are physically separated, closed environments.

Before going on, let us define the following “special” networks:

(a) a challenged network is a network subject to difficult operational con-

straints, like disrupted links and high delays;

(b) a delay-tolerant network (DTN) does not require for its operation (i) small

Round-Trip Time (RTT), or (ii) simultaneous end-to-end paths, or (iii) continuous

connectivity between nodes;

(c) a mobile opportunistic network is a DTN in which some nodes move and

contact each other in a way that cannot be predicted precisely;

(d) the devices in an ad hoc network communicate without infrastructure

support;

(e) a mobile ad hoc network consists of mobile devices.

Please note that a DTN is a challenged network by these definitions, while an

ad hoc network is not necessarily so.

Potential applications of challenged networks are in the areas were infras-

tructure needed for good end-to-end connectivity is difficult or inconvenient to

deploy. Those areas include communications in industrial environments (mines,

factories, shipyards), space, military, emerging markets, and local opportunistic

communication between mobile phones, like in Nokia Awarenet [1,2].
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Communication in challenged networks is characterized by (i) intermittent

connectivity of links, and (ii) scanty resources in nodes. Those properties cause

big variation of communication delay and unstable paths between sender and

receiver. As a result, standard networking and security techniques that assume

the opposite of (i) or (ii) may be difficult to apply in challenged networks.

Delay Tolerant Networking

Ways of communicating in challenged networks are developed and documented

by the research community. We will now outline for reference parts of the

work done in the Delay Tolerant Networking Research Group (DTNRG) [13]

of Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), because it is encompassing and well-

documented. The DTNRG technology is used in space communications, the

academy, and several start-up companies.1 Please note that our results are not

restricted only to these challenged networks that follow the DTNRG specifica-

tions.

The DTNRG material includes architectural documents and protocol specifica-

tions. The architecture [17] is designed so that messages are transmitted from

one node to another as the transmission opportunity arises, because end-to-end

path across the whole network may not exist.

DTN literature includes many articles and two books: the monograph by

S. Farrell and V. Cahill [18], and a collection of papers, edited by A. Vasilakos, Y.

Zhang and T. V. Spyropoulos [19]. These books and the surveys [20–23] are good

starting points into the DTN literature.

The following notions developed in DTNRG are relevant to us.

Bundle protocol. The bundle protocol [24, 25] offers transport services for

applications and allows creation of self-contained messages—called “bundles”—

that enable complete application interactions by a single message exchange. The

self-contained messages (bundles) may be much larger than IP packets. The

messages are transmitted like e-mail: link-by-link in a store-carry-and-forward

fashion. Also the responsibility for moving the message to its destination is

transferred link-by-link with the message. The protocol includes an option for

successful delivery acknowledgment message sent back from the destination to

the source node. Bundle has a lifetime, after which it expires and is removed

from the network.

Convergence layer. This is the method used for transmitting a bundle over

a single link. Convergence layer is immediately below the bundle protocol in

1Start-up companies that use (or have used) DTNRG technology include First Miles
Solutions [14], Uepaa [15] and Tolerant Networks [16].
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the protocol stack. It offers to the bundle protocol reliable transmission of

data between neighboring nodes, including indication when the transmission

has stopped. Please note that what looks to the bundle protocol as a single

link, may be actually a sequence of physical links, hidden under the hood of

the convergence layer. The convergence layer can be constructed, for example,

from a transport layer protocol, like TCP, SCTP and UDP.2 Another example is

the Licklider Transmission Protocol (LTP) [26,27], designed for point-to-point

communication over a link with very high latency and disruptions.

Naming conventions. DTN nodes are identified by End-point Identifiers (EIDs).

Typically an EID refers to a single node. It can also refer to a group of nodes,

which is useful for multicasting. The EIDs are at most 1024 bytes long and

have the form of Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [28], i.e. they are similar

in structure to web page addresses. The prefix “dtn://” is registered for DTN

use. For example, in the DTN of the chromium mine in Kemi, Finlad [9],

the EID structure was “dtn://” followed by device’s name, like “dtn://server”,

or “dtn://android-3”. But “dtn://” is not the only possible prefix. For instance,

“mailto://alice@wonderland.co.uk” has a legitimate EID’s form.

Security enablers. The specification supports encryption, digital signatures

and time stamps. These techniques enable the basic security services: (1)

confidentiality—by encrypting the data with a key that only the intended re-

ceivers possess. (2) integrity—the receiver can ensure that no data has been

altered in transit; (3) authentication—the receiver can verify that the data

really was sent by the claimed sender; (4) freshness—the receiver can verify

that data is recent. (The last service relies on time stamps; it needs at least

loosely synchronized clocks in network nodes.)

Fragmentation. Two types of fragmentation for DTN are defined: pro-active

and reactive. In the former, the source node for the link divides application

data into blocks and sends each block in a separate fragment bundle. This

is useful, for example, in transmission over satellite links, where the timing

of the interruptions is known in advance. In the latter, the data is split only

when the transmission between two nodes on any link of the message path is

interrupted; resulting in one fragment bundle with data that made it to the

receiver and one containing the remainder at the sender. This is useful, for

example, in transmission over opportunistically-formed links, where the time of

the interruption is not known in advance. The fragmented data is reassembled

at its destination, but also an intermediate node can reassemble fragments into

2These initialisms abbreviate Transmission Control Protocol, Stream Control Trans-
mission Protocol, and User Datagram Protocol.
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a new bundle.

Research questions

In challenged networks the intermittent connectivity between participants, and

to the infrastructure services create problems in routing, name resolution, ser-

vice discovery, and security. Three types of infrastructure services are relevant

to us. The first type is the routing infrastructure in the form of fixed routers

and stable links between them. The second type is the server infrastructure of

on-line servers which provide various services such as name service, directory

services, and trusted third party services. The third type is the organizational

and administrative support such as registration of users, management of names

and network addresses, issuing of certificates, and cross-certification agreements

between different user domains.

The DTN architecture and the bundle protocol provide the basic means to

communicate without fixed routing infrastructure: like an e-mail, a bundle is a

self-contained message forwarded over a chain of intermediate nodes that may

each store the bundle for long periods of time. DTN routing, i.e. the question of

how the actual chain can be formed, is an area of active research [20,29–37]. It

is, however, not in the scope of our thesis.

Intermediate nodes may have limited memory, computing power and battery

charge. In publication IV of this dissertation we study techniques for congested

memory management under adversarial scenario. In publication V we show how

to reduce the intermediate nodes’ computations in an extension of that scenario.

Even though reducing the intermediate nodes’ computations may increase their

battery life, the general question of energy-efficiency in DTN is not in the scope

of this dissertation.

If no contact between two nodes is sufficiently long to forward the entire bundle,

then there must be some way to fragment the data and forward it one piece at

a time. For that reason the bundle protocol includes fragmentation techniques.

Securing the bundle pieces implies that the possible boundaries at which the

data may be split must be defined by the sending node before transmission. This

leads to the question of how to define these fragmentation boundaries at the

sender. That question is the topic of our publications VII, VIII and IX.

Also the lack of, or intermittent access to services and to administrative sup-

port must be addressed when building an actual network. The issues that need

to be solved include initialization of security and more generally key manage-

ment. We address mainly the security initialization question in publications I,
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II and III.

Yet another type of concern is raised by intermediate nodes (or an attacker)

peeking into messages of others. To some extent privacy can be addressed by

encrypting the message content and thus making it confidential. But the clear-

text bundle header still provides the means to track the node.3 This issue is the

subject of our publication VI.

Structure of the dissertation

This dissertation contains nine publications. Their summaries are grouped

in two chapters. (A summary of a publication will usually end with some

discussion and further analysis points.) The first, Chapter 2, includes six

publications dealing with security topics. The second, Chapter 3, includes

three publications about fundamentals of fragmented message transmission

over disrupted links. This topic is in the area of managing the contact times

in challenged networks, but our choice of fragmentation model is motivated by

security considerations. The methods used in those publications include thought

experiments, architectural studies, mathematical modeling and experiments in

simulated as well as in actual environments.

We will now outline the contents of the two chapters. Please note that both

chapters also start with comprehensive introductory parts.

Chapter 2. Intermittent access to, or complete lack of infrastructure and

partial isolation of nodes from each other introduce security problems that

may differ substantially from security problems in networks with full support

infrastructure and good connectivity. This chapter deals with a subset of the

security problems in partially isolated environments. In particular, we are

interested in mobile opportunistic or ad hoc networks of hand-held devices, like

mobile phones, that communicate with each other over short-range radio. The

topics include initialization of security, authentication techniques, managing

congested memory in adversarial scenario, and location privacy. Other security-

related topics are not in the scope of this dissertation.4

3Encrypting also the header to improve privacy will make the routing operation rather
heavy due to increased amount of routing-related computations in the intermediate
nodes. For this reason we prefer to send the header unencrypted.
4Here are three examples of interesting but out-of-scope topics: risk management
in automatic interactions between mobile devices over short-range radio connections
[38], key updates in disconnected environment (as distinguished from updates during
occasional access to the infrastructure), and credit-based incentive schemes for message
forwarding [19, ch. 4].
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Chapter 3. In a challenged network with unreliable transmission links the

connection between the sender and the receiver may be cut before the entire

message has been transmitted. For that reason the contact times (i.e. the times

when the link between two nodes is in the ON state) can be a very scarce resource.

Allowing messages to be fragmented on their way to the destination may help to

use these contact times better. In IP networks the maximum size of an IP packet

that can be transmitted without fragmentation is typically determined by the

path probing technique of RFC 1191 [39]. But it is hard to apply this technique

in a challenged network where simultaneous end-to-end path from source to

destination is unlikely.

The three publications VII, VIII and IX summarized in this chapter are ded-

icated to fragmented message transmission over disrupted links. We study

message fragmentation in the simplest case of a single disrupted link over which

the message needs to be delivered in publications VII and VIII: Methods to

estimate the mean transmission time of a fragmented message within a basic

system model are developed in publication VII; publication VIII deals with frag-

mentation algorithms over a single link. In publication IX we study transmission

times of fragmented message over multiple disrupted links arranged in a chain.

The chapter ends with an overview of our results in section 3.4.
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2. Topics in security and privacy

In a typical scenario a person signs a contract on paper that creates (via law

and society) mutual obligations and rights between parties. With the help of

security techniques those rights and obligations can be transferred into the

digital domain and then used to support new transactions. But no matter how

impressive those digital credentials are, entering into a transaction with another

party still requires trust.

Let us define “trust assumption” of party A about B as the willingness of A

to deal with B, even though the subsequent transaction is risky for A. This

willingness may increase with the number of successfully completed transactions

between the parties.1

Security techniques can only help in transforming and transferring already-

existing trust assumptions. By themselves they cannot create trust.

For example, with so-called key continuity mechanisms [41], once party A

have got a “known-good” key, it can verify a remote entity’s identity by verifying

that they’re still using the same key. Here, the usage of the same key is the

security mechanism, while “known-good” means that the past transactions with

the party identified by that key have been successful. It is those past successes

that may increase A’s trust assumption. Indeed, if the party (identified by its

usage of the same key) has done harm to A in the past, then A’s trust in it is

likely to decrease.

Because security techniques by themselves cannot create trust, initialization

of security in completely or partially disconnected environments may be one

of the thorniest issues. We address this question in publications I and II,

and to some extent also in III. In publication I we introduce a scenario where

the security is initialized from the common “written on a wall” password that

1Please note that while this informal definition should be sufficient for our purposes, an
in-depth treatment of trust is not in the scope of this dissertation. One starting point
into the topic of trust is O. O’Neill’s book [40], where she provides a philosopher’s view
of trust and deception.
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the users in the same location see. This publication is one of the first to define

that sort of scenario, where the security requirement is expressed in terms

of location. (The other one is Stajano and R. Anderson’s paper [42]. In their

scenario a newly-initialized device creates a security association over a short-

range radio with (only) the first nearby device that it encounters. For example,

the newly-initialized device could be a headset and the other device a mobile

phone.)

In publication II the we describe the 3GPP Generic Authentication Archi-

tecture (GAA) standard. It enables security initialization from the cellular

authentication and key agreement. With GAA it is possible to bootstrap ad hoc

network security from previously set up associations with the cellular network,

provided that (i) the participants have trust in the cellular network operator;

and (ii) the devices are (or can be temporarily connected to) mobile phones. The

creation of security associations between challenged network devices using GAA

is illustrated in the second part of publication III.

Identity-based cryptography (IBC) [43] is a relatively new cryptographic me-

thod that enables message encryption and signature verification using the public

identifier of the target as a key. This could be an advantage in partially dis-

connected environments, because the message sender or signature verifier does

not need a separate (from the identifier) public key of the target. For exam-

ple, target’s e-mail address could be both his public identifier and his public

key. In publication III we compare two security architectures for mobile oppor-

tunistic network: the Identity-Based Cryptography security solution, and the

solution based on traditional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). We conclude that

(1) IBC has no significant advantage for authentication and integrity compared

to traditional cryptography; and (2) IBC can enable better ways of providing

confidentiality. But traditional cryptography has more support (solid imple-

mentations and installations) than IBC, simply because it has been around for

a longer time than IBC. On balance, it is not clear if (2) in itself would be a

sufficient reason for preferring IBC in actual DTN implementations.

To cope with temporary isolation of the network nodes the store-carry-and-

forward communication method in DTN keeps a forwarded message in an

intermediate node until that message is forwarded again, or it is no longer

needed. Congestion occurs when there is not enough memory to store messages

in intermediate node. In publications IV and V we turn to congested memory

management in DTN. We approach this question via an adversarial scenario and

test our solutions in simulated environment. The idea underlying our solutions

is first, that the management of intermediate node’s memory is preemptive: If
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there is enough space to accommodate an incoming message, then that message

is accepted without fuss; otherwise, we need to make room by dropping either the

incoming message, or some of the stored messages. Second, during congestion

an intermediate node should allocate its own memory based on who has sent

the messages competing for it. Therefore, intermediate nodes should be able to

recognize who has sent each message. The “Equal Subdomains” technique found

in publication IV is now part of the Nokia Awarenet platform.

The problem we are addressing in publication V is in the area of traffic au-

thorization in DTN: adding message fragmentation to use the contact times

better, may substantially increase the amount of computation in intermediary

devices, because they will have to authenticate lots of fragments. The solution

is inspired, in part, by spot-checking of passengers and goods in the airports.

We define “best effort” authentication as authentication with zero probability of

false negative, but large (for instance 0.5) probability of false positive,2 and show

that this technique may be good enough for authenticating message fragments

by intermediate nodes in our network.

In publication VI, the last to be summarized in this chapter, we address the

location privacy issue. In an infrastructure-based network the node’s location

is typically known in the infrastructure [44]. Even though this is not the case

in the infrastructure-less wireless networks, the location of a device can still

be determined from its wireless transmissions. In particular, eavesdroppers to

short-range wireless communication between mobile personal devices can track

devices (and thus people who carry those devices) based on device identifiers

in the broadcasted wireless messages. The question is how much the use of

transitory device identifiers (pseudonyms) in place of fixed device identifiers

helps to evade tracking.

We have approached this question experimentally: During a four-months long

experiment in EPFL campus, an attacker having 37 access points in an area of

186 by 66 m2 tracked daily the location of 80 mobile ad hoc network nodes. The

nodes, in turn, tried to evade tracking by changing their network identifiers from

time to time. Our experiments indicate that the actual attacker consisting of 37

sniffing stations covering an area of approximately 200×100 m2 on the EPFL

campus can track devices in that area with high probability, even though they

employ state-of-the-art techniques; and that reducing the number of sniffing

stations hinders tracking. This seems to be the first field-study that evaluated

2Here, “false negative” is the event where authentication of a legitimate message fails,
and “false positive” is the event where authentication of an illegitimate (attacker’s)
message succeeds.
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context-based identifier-change mechanisms under a practical adversary model

with real mobile devices and communication scenarios.

2.1 Key agreement in ad hoc networks: publication I

Consider the following problem in the area of security initialization: a group of

people in a meeting room do not have access to public key infrastructure or third

party key management service, and they do not share any other prior electronic

context. How can they set up a secure session among their devices?

The solution we investigate in this publication is choosing a fresh password and

sharing it among those present in the room (e.g., by writing it on a blackboard).

If this password is a sufficiently long random string, it can be used directly to set

up a security association. In practice, people find it difficult to use long random

strings. It is much more user-friendly if the password is a string that people

recognize easily, such as a natural language phrase. But natural language

phrases are weak as secrets because they are drawn from a rather limited set

of possibilities; they are susceptible to dictionary attacks where an attacker

records the encrypted traffic and then attempts trial decryptions with candidate

passwords until he finds the correct one. Therefore, we need a key agreement

protocol to derive a strong shared session key from the weak shared password.

We assume an attacker who can insert messages but cannot modify or delete

messages sent by others.

In the first part of the publication we examine various alternatives and propose

new protocols for password-based multi-party key agreement in this scenario.

We start with the generic protocol for password authenticated key exchange of

Bellovin and Merrit [45], that combines symmetric and asymmetric cryptography,

and examine how it can be extended to multiple parties. Then we look at how

password authentication can be added to multi-party Diffie–Hellman (DH) key

exchange protocols.

In the second part of the publication we present a fault-tolerant version of

a multi-party Diffie–Hellman (DH) key agreement protocol. Becker and Wille

showed in [46] how multi-party DH key exchange can be done efficiently, in

terms of the number of communication rounds, by arranging the players (nodes)

in a d dimensional hypercube. We describe in section 3.3.2 of the publication

how authentication based on a single shared password can be incorporated into

this protocol.

Then we turn to situations where a player finds that its chosen partner in a

protocol round cannot be authenticated with the shared password. Such partner
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either does not know the password, or is unreachable for some reason. In these

situations the player needs an algorithm to select other potential partners until

a non-faulty one is found. An example algorithm for doing this is described in

sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.5 of the publication.

Discussion

The network in our scenario is an example of an ad hoc network in which entities

construct a communication network with little or no support infrastructure.

Lack of infrastructure introduces problems in routing, name resolution, service

discovery, and security that are typically not encountered in networks with full

support infrastructure.

In the case of security, there is a second source of difficulty. For example,

consider the usual form of confidentiality requirement. Participant A requires

the following: “only L can read the messages I send”, where L is a label in

some name space that is meaningful to all participants. A trusts a certification

authority CA to correctly certify public encryption keys of entities. Participant A

then achieves its confidentiality requirement by encrypting its messages using a

public key for L certified by CA. This process started from a certain prior context,

consisting of the well defined name space, A’s confidentiality requirement, and

A’s trust in CA.

In providing security services, one always starts from such a context. (Security

techniques can only help in transforming and transferring the trust assumptions

in the prior context. They cannot create trust.) But in our scenario, we encounter

a new type of prior context. The security requirement is expressed in terms of

location: “Only people present in this meeting room can read the messages I

send.”

There are obvious solutions to the problem if additional assumptions are made.

Two examples are mentioned in the publication: We can use a trusted third

party capable of determining the locations of players. Such support may be

available in some ad hoc networks. But it is too strong an assumption in general.

Another solution is to use a physically secure channel limited to those present

in the room (like an infrared link, or a wired connection that we mention in the

publication) to initiate the negotiation of the session key before switching to the

insecure wireless channel.

Please note that the location-limited channel (also called “out of band”, or “side

channel” in the literature) can be implemented with a large variety of options.

The channel can be can be one- or bi-directional; clear-text, or confidential; and

its usability depends on the actual devices involved. Moreover, in addition to (or
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instead of) initiating the negotiation before switching to the insecure wireless

channel, the side channel can be used to verify the result of that negotiation.

Key agreement in ad hoc scenarios is both important and tricky. It is impor-

tant, because personal mobile devices have short-range radio interfaces (like

Bluetooth and WLAN) that need to be secured; it is tricky due to the user’s

limitations (including the difficulties of correctly entering long passwords into

the device; and in general of doing a sequence of actions as prescribed by the

protocol designer) and the variety of options. For these reasons key agreement

in ad hoc scenarios became an active research field. F. Stajano and R. Ander-

son [42] and the workshop version of our publication I seem to be the first papers

to tackle the topic. Here is a sample from the many papers that were later

published in that area: E. Uzun, K. Karvonen, and N. Asokan [47], M. Cagalj,

N. Saxena, and E. Uzun [48] (usability); N. Asokan and K. Nyberg [49] (proto-

cols); M. Rohs and B. Gfeller [50], N. Saxena, J.-E. Ekberg, K. Kostiainen, and

N. Asokan [51] (visual side channel); W. Claycomb and D. Shin [52] (audio side

channel); R. Mayrhofer and H. Gellersen [53] (accelerometer as side channel).

I will end the discussion with a pointer to an interesting and relatively recent

technique. The basic idea behind it is that an active attacker can easily add

energy to the radio channel. But it is very difficult for an attacker to remove

energy from the radio channel. So if the parties know that a transmitted

message consists of a fixed and equal number of “zeros” (silence periods) and

“ones” (activity periods) that the sender randomly mixes before transmission,

then attacker’s attempts to change the content of that message will be almost

surely detected by the receiver. In this way transmission of critical data over

the insecure wireless channel is made tamper-evident in the key agreement

methods of S. Capkun et al. [54] and S. Gollakota et al. [55].

2.2 Initializing security from the cellular network: publication II

Rather than creating security associations between mobile devices from scratch

as is done in publication I, we can bootstrap ad hoc network security from previ-

ously set up security associations. The latter could be the security associations

with the cellular network, provided that (i) the participants have trust in the cel-

lular network operator; and (ii) the devices are (or can be temporarily connected

to) mobile phones.

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) is the organization that stan-

dardizes cellular networks and this publication outlines the Generic Authentica-

tion Architecture (GAA) standard of 3GPP, which enables cellular operators to
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extend cellular authentication to new services. Before GAA, the cellular authen-

tication’s reuse was specified separately for each new 3GPP service. Outside

of 3GPP, numerous authentication contraptions have been devised based on

exchanging short messages between mobile phone and service provider, because

such exchange requires cellular authentication. But the short message service

was not meant for authentication, for example, because timeliness of message

delivery is not guaranteed.

The industry reasoned as follows: Specifying how to reuse cellular authentica-

tion separately for each new 3GPP service is not sensible. Defining, instead, a

generic authentication method for services offered by the cellular network itself,

would, in the long run, save standardization and implementation costs.

The GAA standard

Cellular authentication is based on a master key that is shared between sub-

scriber’s smart card application in the mobile phone and her cellular operator’s

authentication center. This master key is used to authenticate the mobile phone

and set up a shared session key(s) between the phone and the network. The

phone and the 3G network are mutually authenticated3 and two session keys

are created. These keys are then used to protect the wireless communication

between the phone and the network.

To this GAA adds two main procedures. (1) During bootstrapping, GAA cre-

dentials are bootstrapped from the cellular authentication and key agreement

(AKA), in the sense, that they are derived from the security data of AKA. (2)

Then the GAA credentials are used to secure a connection between a client and

a server of some network application. These two procedures are enabled by a

new bootstrapping function, BSF, in the cellular network. The BSF has four

network interfaces which, as is customary in 3GPP standards, are identified

with two-letter labels: Ua, Ub, Zh and Zn [56]. The architecture is illustrated in

Figure 2.1.

The bootstrapped GAA credentials can be used to authenticate a certificate

enrollment request. This variant of the second procedure enables the cellular

authentication to bootstrap an operator-specific public key infrastructure (PKI).

3We remark that while the mobile phone and the network are mutually authenticated
in the 3G system, in the earlier 2G (GSM) system only the mobile phone authenticates
itself towards the network. One-sided authentication of 2G enables so-called “false base
station” attack, where the attacker masquerades as a legitimate base station towards
the mobile phone. To counter this attack, authentication of the network towards mobile
phone was added into the authentication and key agreement (AKA) procedure during
the design of 3G security.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of the 3GPP Generic Authentication Architecture (GAA). This
is a general framework that allows the cellular authentication infrastructure used
in authorizing subscribers’ access to the cellular network to be used in authorizing
access to new services. Those services can be provided by the cellular network opera-
tors or by third parties that have a business agreement with the network operator.
The bootstrapping server is a new function in the cellular network architecture,
which enables reuse of cellular authentication in authorizing access to new services.

This ends our summary of publication II. We will return to the bootstrapping

theme in the summary of publication III on page 36.

Even though the bootstrapping procedure is simple, there are organizational

and technical subtleties in combining existing and new security protocols in

one standard authentication and key agreement package. One of the technical

subtleties is the possibility of Man-in-the-Middle attack when a legacy client

authentication protocol is run within a secure tunnel. This vulnerability arises

if the legacy client authentication protocol is used both in tunneled and un-

tunneled forms. The attacker tricks a benign client into authenticating to a

fake server, which forwards the authentication protocol messages to a benign

server, tricking the latter to authenticate the attacker (now acting as a client)

with these messages. The discovery of this attack in the course of GAA work

impacted several IETF protocols [57].
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Subsequent developments

I shall outline here several GAA-related developments and activities that hap-

pened subsequent to publication II.

• Cellular industry. The development of the GAA in 3GPP continues. Two

notable additions in the standard [56] are the possibility to bootstrap from the

older, 2G (i.e. GSM) credentials, and the use of bootstrapped credentials in

Session Initiation Protocol (SIP).

• IETF. We have already mentioned the discovery during GAA work of the

Main-in-the-Middle attack in tunneled authentication protocols. This discovery

helped to improve several IETF protocols [57].

Authentication with keys bootstrapped from the cellular AKA in the web

browser requires a version of Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol that

works with pre-shared keys, and so the standardization of this TLS feature

was initiated in IETF. The pre-shared TLS has been standardized in IETF RFC

4279 [58], and now lives its own, independent from GAA, life.

• GAA Book. In September 2008 Wiley has published our book “Cellular

Authentication for Mobile and Internet Services” [59]. The book brings together

the essential information about GAA in one volume.

• Academia. C. Chen’s stay in the Royal Holloway University of London have

resulted in several GAA-related papers by C. Chen, S. Tan and C. J. Mitchell.

In [60] they propose to generate a one-time-password from the bootstrapped key

and the long-term password of the user. Subsequent authentication with this one-

time-password enjoys better security compared to authenticating with the long-

term user’s password only. In [61], they propose to make the SSL/TLS connection

more secure against man-in-the-middle attack by the server authenticating the

terminal with a temporary key derived from the SSL/TLS session identifier

and the bootstrapped key. In [60,62] and [63], two potential alternatives to the

cellular security infrastructure in GAA are proposed; these are, respectively,

the Trusted Computing [62] and the EMV cards (of MasterCard and Visa)

infrastructures.

2.3 Applicability of identity-based cryptography: publication III

Identity-based cryptography (IBC) [43] is a relatively new cryptographic method

that enables message encryption and signature verification using the public

identifier, such as e-mail address, of the target as a key. An IBC system consists

of users (e.g., message senders and recipients) and a commonly trusted third
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party called the Private Key Generator (PKG).

A. Seth, U. Hengartner and S. Keshav have proposed in [4] a security ar-

chitecture for DTNs based on IBC. They argue that traditional Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI) is not well suited for disconnected environments, such

as DTNs, since access to online servers for fetching public keys and checking

certificate revocation lists cannot be assumed.

We’ve got interested in this topic because DTN with IBC would have been more

difficult to include in Nokia mobile phones compared to DTN with traditional

PKI: When this publication was written Nokia phones have had a traditional

crypto-library for years, but the IBC primitives, though implemented, were less

mature.

We examine the proposed IBC security architecture for DTN in the first part of

the publication by comparing the IBC solution with the one that uses traditional

cryptography.

Before going into our analysis of IBC security architecture for DTN let us

outline how the IBC system works.

At system initialization phase the trusted PKG generates system-wide Public

Parameters (PP) and a corresponding master secret key SPKG . Using SPKG

and a public identifier idP the PKG can generate a private key SP for user P.

The public identifier idP could be the user’s e-mail address, for example. We

illustrate this initialization in Figure 2.2 for two users.

PP: pubic system 
parameters
SPKG: master key

PKG

User P1

idP1 idP2
SP2SP1

User P2

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of IBC initialization for two users.

At this point the PKG must verify that the user really is allowed to have this

particular idP , and a confidential communication channel is needed to securely

deliver the private key SP to the user. A message can be encrypted for the user

P using PP and idP . The user P can, in turn, decrypt the resulting ciphertext

with the SP it received from PKG. In similar fashion, P can sign messages with

SP and other users can verify the signature using idP and system-wide PP.
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Analysis of IBC security architecture for DTN

We will now continue with analysis of IBC security architecture for DTN.

Authentication and integrity

Seth et al. argue that certification revocation lists of the traditional PKI are

unsuitable for DTNs because updates to these lists can be delayed excessively

in a disconnected environment. Instead, they propose the use of IBC. In IBC,

revocation is avoided by periodically refreshing the underlying identifiers, and

hence the signing keys. Each signing key is valid for a short period (e.g., a day).

An underlying identifier is constructed by concatenating the long-lived identifier

with a description of the validity period: e.g., “mailto://alice@example.com:

2013-05-03” to refer to the underlying identifier that should be used to encrypt

messages for Alice on March 15th, 2013. A verifier can check if the message

was signed with a sufficiently recent signing key. Thus, instead of requiring the

verifier to receive revocation lists in a timely fashion, IBC-based authentication

schemes require the signer to receive fresh signing keys periodically.

But a similar approach can also be used with traditional public key cryptogra-

phy: the certificates issued to signing keys can be short-lived (e.g., valid for a

day). The signer must periodically receive new certificates from the certification

authority (CA), but the signing key itself may be long-lived. A verifier can

check if the message is correctly signed and is accompanied by a sufficiently

recent certificate. Thus we conclude that authentication needs in DTNs can be

met without resorting to IBC, but through the use of traditional cryptographic

techniques instead. Note that when traditional digital signatures are used for

authentication, the sender can compute all the necessary authenticators even

when there is no network connectivity.

Adding a certificate (or a chain of certificates verifying all the intermediary

CAs from the root CA to the sender) increases the message size by a few kilobytes.

However, if messages are relatively large, say, at least hundreds of kilobytes, the

overhead introduced by the certificate(s) is not significant.

In sum, IBC has no significant advantage for authentication and integrity

compared to traditional cryptography. In both cases, the sender must have been

able to receive a message (containing the IBC key or the certificate respectively)

from a server (PKG, or CA respectively) sufficiently recently. The receiver

can authenticate DTN messages even while disconnected: If the sender is

completely disconnected, it can still send a DTN message with a traditional

digital signature. Recipients capable of fetching the current certificate for the

sender can authenticate this signature.
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End-to-end confidentiality

In IBC systems, a sender can encrypt a message for a recipient by just knowing

the recipient’s identity and common public system parameters. The sender can

construct the encryption even when there is no network connectivity. Message

decryption requires the recipient to periodically access PKG to get fresh decryp-

tion key.4 This behavior can be imitated with traditional cryptography using a

trusted key server (KS) as described in section 3.2.2 of the publication.

First, the sender picks a random symmetric key k and computes a ciphertext c

using symmetric encryption. Then he creates an envelope t that holds both the

public identity of the receiver and k using traditional public key encryption and

public key of KS. He sends envelope t and ciphertext to the receiver. The receiver

forwards the envelope t to KS, which decrypts t and constructs a recipient

envelope t′ that holds k. KS sends t′ to the recipient which first recovers k from

t′ using the key it shares with KS and then uses it to recover the message from

the ciphertext.

This design enables the sender to construct the encryption even when there

is no network connectivity. Its disadvantage, compared to the IBC system, is

first the strict ordering of receiver’s operations: (i) receive message(s), (ii) access

the trusted server, and (iii) decryption; the recipient needs a connection to the

KS after he receives a message to decrypt it. In contrast, in IBC system the

operation (ii) may happen before (i). Second, this design puts more load on the

server, because KS needs to process messages (envelopes) that users send to

each other.

Conclusion

To conclude, (1) IBC has no significant advantage for authentication and integrity

compared to traditional cryptography; but (2) IBC can enable better ways of

providing confidentiality. But traditional cryptography has more support (solid

implementations and installations) than IBC, simply because it has been around

for a longer time than IBC. All in all, it is not clear if (2) in itself would be a

sufficient reason for preferring IBC in actual DTN implementations.

Initializing security with GAA

In the second part of the publication (sections 3.3 and 3.4) we explain how,

when the challenged network nodes are mobile phones, the security associations

between them could be created using the Generic Authentication Architecture

4Please note that the need of the receiver to periodically access the PKG to get fresh
decryption key can be problematic in DTN.
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(GAA) standard, described in publication II. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. Initializing security associations with Generic Authentication Architecture (GAA).

The basic bootstrapping using GAA is illustrated in part A on the left. First,

the mobile device and a bootstrapping server of the cellular operator engage

in the usual cellular network authentication protocol. As a result, the mobile

device and the bootstrapping server share a master session key kM (step 1).

Later, when a mobile device needs a secure connection to an application server,

the mobile device can derive with a key derivation function (KDF) a server-

specific shared session key k from the master session key and the identifier of

the application server (step 2). The mobile device may now use the application

server using k (step 3) and the application server may obtain the same key from

the bootstrapping server (step 4).

Part B on the right illustrates how creating security credentials in a non-

cellular DTN device may happen with GAA. The user first establishes a security

association between his non-cellular DTN device and his mobile phone, e.g., by

doing Bluetooth pairing. When a DTN device needs a secure connection to an

application server, such as CA or PKG, it may send a request to its paired mobile

phone. (step 1). The phone may now do the normal cellular authentication (step

2) and derive the application server specific key (step 3). It sends this key back

to the DTN device over the short range wireless connection (step 4). The DTN

device may now use the service (step 5) and the server may obtain the same key

(step 6).

The DTN CA and PKG servers will act as GAA application servers, run either

by the cellular operator or independent third parties that have service agree-

ments with the operator. The CA will use GAA to authenticate the enrollment

of public keys, and issue short-lived subscriber certificates. The PKG will use
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GAA to encrypt IBC private keys for devices. A principal is identified by a well-

known identifier (e.g., email address or mobile phone number) which is securely

bound to a cellular identifier. Revocation of this identifier will be automatically

reflected in the DTN security infrastructure, since the device will no longer be

able to receive short-lived certificates or IBC private keys.

To sum up, we show how initialization of security in DTN can be done by

bootstrapping it from cellular infrastructure. While the concept of bootstrapping

the security of one system from another is well-known [64], bootstrapping

DTN security from cellular infrastructure using the 3GPP GAA standard is a

contribution of this publication.

2.4 Managing congested memory: publication IV

This publication is about managing congested memory in a mobile opportunistic

network where messages are conveyed by intermediaries. We approach this

question via an adversarial scenario. The inclusion of an adversary distinguishes

our problem setting from other studies of buffer management in DTN, e.g.,

[65–67].

In our scenario memory and other resources in intermediate nodes can be

abused by resource “hogs”, i.e., individuals whose message generation rate is

much higher than the average. By definition, these nodes are a minority of the

population. As an example, a hypothetical leader of resource hogs group may

reason like this: “The overall delivery ratio of messages in the network is now

65%. On the one hand, if my hogs send each message twice (disguising the

second message so that it seems different from the first), then the network will

become more congested. As a result, the overall delivery ratio in the network will

drop to, say, 50%. But on the other hand, the chances of our messages delivery

will increase: both message copies will be lost with probability (1−0.5)2 = 0.25,

and so the delivery ratio that we see will be 1−0.25, or 75%. We will be better

off than before.”

To generalize this example, suppose that as a result of congestion due to

double-sending by hogs the probability of individual message loss in the network

increases from p1 to p2. The double-sending hogs will experience message loss

p2
2; their strategy will pay off if p2

2 < p1. And if pk is the probability of individual

message loss when hogs send k copies of each message, then hogs gain advantage

(from sending of k copies) if pk
k < p1.
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Solution idea

We assume that each node sets aside a certain amount of memory to buffer

the conveyed traffic. The management of that memory is preemptive: If there

is enough space in the set aside memory buffer to accommodate an incoming

message, then that message is accepted without fuss; otherwise, we need to

make room. To do this the node either drops the incoming message, leaving the

buffer unchanged, or it deletes some message(s) from those already in the buffer

to accommodate the new one.

The idea underlying our solutions is that during congestion an intermediate

node should allocate its own memory based on who has sent the messages

competing for it. This implies that intermediate nodes should be able to recognize

message’s origin.

The simulation set-up

The problem caused by resource hogs and our solutions to it were tested in

simulated environment using the opportunistic network environment (ONE)

simulator [68]: 250 mobile nodes representing pedestrians with handheld devices

moved along the streets of Helsinki City downtown for 12 hours. Message sizes

generated by these mobile nodes were uniformly distributed between 0.2 and 2

MB. The buffer size of 20 MB in each node was dimensioned to accommodate

20 messages on the average. The benign 225 nodes generated one message per

hour per node. The remaining 25 “hogs” generated messages at the rate of ten

messages per hour per node. We have experimented with two species of hogs:

naive hogs routed other nodes’ messages (as any benign node would); malicious

hogs accepted and then immediately dropped other nodes’ messages.

The nodes routed messages using binary Spray and Wait protocol [32] with the

initial number of “copies” parameter in the message header set to six.5 With this

setting the protocol replicates each message at most twice, so the total amount

of copies of each message after the replications is at most four.

The trouble caused by the 25 naive hogs in our test-bed is illustrated in Figure

2.4 via the average buffer utilization in benign nodes as a function of time. At

time zero the buffers of all nodes are empty. We see, first, that congestion (i.e.

the state of average buffer utilization close to one) occurs in our network after

a ramp-up time of about 2.6 hours. Second, during congestion the traffic of 25

5Please note that we have initially experimented also with two other routing protocols:
epidemic [29] and Prophet [69], and found that the message delivery ratios are the best
with Spray and Wait. See Figure 1 in the publication.
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Figure 2.4. Average buffer utilization in benign nodes as a function of time.

hogs (one tenth of the network population) in the top part of the figure occupies

about half of the buffer space in benign nodes.

Memory management techniques

I shall describe next two memory management techniques that turned out to be

effective in our simulation-based evaluations.

The first technique is called “coarse-grained resource management” in the

publication: The nodes in a geographical area organize themselves into an

administrative domain and can distinct (based on message authentication)

between messages from the domain members and outsiders. Messages from

outsiders are carried and forwarded if there is no congestion (i.e. if there is

room in the buffer). But during congestion incoming messages from the domain

members have priority over messages from outsiders: the latter are dropped to

make room for the former. Figure 2.5 (Figure 7 in the publication) shows how

domain size effects the normalized delivery ratio of benign nodes. We see that

when the domain members constitute a large majority, say, more than 70% of

the network nodes, this technique effectively deals with “outsider” hogs in our

scenarios. 6

The second technique is called “fine-grained resource management with equal

sub-domains” in the publication. It combats “insider” hogs that are members

of the domain. If the buffer is congested after all outsider messages have been

6The normalized delivery ratio is above 95% in the “naive outsiders” scenario, where
the outsider hogs route other nodes’ messages; and it is still above 90% in the “malicious
outsiders” scenario, where outsider hogs accept and immediately drop other nodes’
messages.
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Figure 2.5. Effect of “coarse-grained” buffer management with 10% resource hogs. During
congestion the domain members prioritize messages from within the domain over
outsiders’ messages. We plot the normalized delivery ratio of benign domain members
as a function of domain size (shown here as a percent of the total network population).

removed by the basic “coarse-grained” technique above, we apply this method

on the remaining insider messages. The idea is that during congestion the

buffer of a domain member should be divided equally between members of the

domain competing for that space. Therefore, when deciding whose message

should be dropped during congestion the node simply chooses the principal with

the highest buffer occupancy.

Equal sub-domains combines simplicity of implementation with high delivery

ratio. A disadvantage of this method, shown on Figure 10 in the publication, is

a pronounced dive in the delivery ratio of large messages.

Discussion

I will conclude with a discussion and analysis points for this work.

Interaction with the routing protocol

Our implementation of preemptive buffer management was generic enough to

be used with several different routing protocols. The implementation selects a

set of messages from the buffer and invokes the routing protocol to determine

which of these to discard. Replication of messages by the routing protocol partly

offsets message deletions by the preemptive buffer management.

But using this approach with routing schemes which already define some

form of buffer management requires further study. Uncoordinated acceptance or

dropping of messages could potentially impact the overall routing efficiency.
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Buffer vs. transmission management

As described in section 5.1 of the publication our implementation of Spray and

Wait routing protocol first transmits messages destined for the current peer

node before sending the remaining in first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. Recall that

our simulated network consist of 250 nodes moving randomly with pedestrian

speeds in Helsinki city downtown. Node mobility in that environment results in

the random “mixing” of messages from senders in the buffers of intermediaries.

If messages from different senders are randomly mixed in the intermediate

node’s buffer, then FIFO transmission order results in transmission opportuni-

ties allocated between buffer users according to their proportional share of buffer

space. In particular, if the buffer is equally divided among senders, then FIFO

transmission order will also result in an equal share of transmission opportuni-

ties. Equal sub-domains buffer management strives to achieve equal sharing

of buffer space between domain members during congestion. This also implies

equal sharing of transmission opportunities. More generally, independent of

mobility model, transmission of messages in random order combined with equal

sub-domains buffer management would lead to equal sharing of transmission

opportunities between domain members during congestion.

A complementary way to solve the resource hogs problem is by directly man-

aging also transmission opportunities of each principal. This is done by Fair

Queuing (FQ) [70] and many subsequent schemes (e.g. [71–74]): Each traffic

source is allocated its own queue in an intermediate node and the transmission

process of that node takes a packet from non-empty queues, e.g., in a round

robin fashion.

The delivery ratios of honest domain members could possibly be increased

by intermediate nodes applying FQ on outgoing messages, in addition to the

sub-domain buffer management on incoming messages. Verification of this

conjecture could be a topic for future work.

Messaging patterns

Another topic for future work is the effect of messaging patterns of applications.

Our experiments only use individual messages from a sender to a receiver.

Many applications, however, involve a message exchange (request and response,

or several of these). A delivered request may be useless if the corresponding

response is dropped. How can buffer management schemes be enhanced to take

this into account?

For example, a sender may issue a “ticket” for the receiver so that intermediate

nodes can assign the same priority to the receiver’s response as to the original
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request. D. Schürman, J. Ott and L. Wolf have studied this topic further in [75].

“Equal subdomains” in Nokia Awarenet

Awarenet (Awareness network) is an experimental multi-hop ad hoc network

between mobile phones that has been developed in Nokia Research Center

starting in 2008 [1,2]. Awarenet is intended mainly for devices discovering local

information about people and services without infrastructure support. For that

reason Awarenet nodes are designed to broadcast queries and replies regularly

and often. Messages are supposed to be small, about 100 bytes on the average,

to save energy.

Simulation studies done internally in Nokia have shown that equal subdo-

mains technique effectively deals with buffer congestion in Awarenet: Each

Awarenet node targets to divide congested buffer space equally between its

one-hop neighbors. As a result, this technique was taken into use in Awarenet

platform.

2.5 Best-effort authentication: publication V

This publication is about authentication of message fragments by intermediary

nodes in a mobile opportunistic network.

The starting point is our technique for congested memory management in pub-

lication IV: intermediary devices belonging to the same administrative domain

prioritize messages from their domain over messages from outside of it. During

congestion this technique helps domain members to protect themselves from

resource “hogs”—i.e. devices that generate disproportionately large amounts of

messages—that do not belong to the administrative domain. Domain members

need, therefore, to distinguish between in- and out of-domain messages, which

implies message authentication.

To authenticate (and integrity protect) messages the sender could compute

a hash of a bundle, sign this hash using the sender’s private key and attach

both the hash and the signature to the end of the original message. Suppose

however, that a device is sending a message when the underlying connection

breaks. The receiver has not yet received the entire message and thus it cannot

verify the hash and authenticate the received piece. The sender cannot just

send the remaining message part via another path in the network; it has to

either wait for the recovery of the broken link or send the whole bundle again

via another path.

One way to authenticate fragments has come up at the DTNRG mailing list
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discussions [76]: Quantize the message before transmission and make each piece

self-authenticating by attaching to it a signed hash. (Please note that since

signatures are typically large and both generating and verifying a signature are

computationally extensive operations, a performance overhead is introduced.) A

more sophisticated approach from [77] is based on constructing a binary hash

tree from the quantized message parts before transmission. With both methods

the quantization borders—i.e. the points within the message where it may be

fragmented—have to be defined before the actual message transmission, and the

natural question is what those borders should be. We will go into this question

in Chapter 3.

The problem we are addressing in this publication is that, in general, adding

message fragmentation to use the contact times better, may substantially in-

crease the amount of computation in intermediary devices, because they will

have to authenticate lots of fragments. 7

The solution is inspired, in part, by spot-checking of passengers and goods

in the airports. We define “best effort” authentication as authentication with

negligible (almost zero) probability of false negative, but large (for instance 0.5)

probability of false positive, and show that this technique may be good enough

for authenticating message fragments by intermediate nodes in our network. In

allowing a relatively large probability of false positive, we differ from the typical

applications of authentication in networking that strive to make this probability

as small as possible.

Spot-checking is perhaps the simplest way to implement best-effort authentica-

tion. It involves taking an existing strong authentication scheme and performing

verification only on a randomly chosen subset of received fragments. But there

are other ways too. For example, in sections 4 and 5 of the publication we

describe how Bloom filter8 could be used for this purpose.

To verify this solution we have added a fragmentation mechanism to the simu-

lation environment from publication V and studied its effect on delivery ratio

of benign nodes in several scenarios, with and without fragment authentica-

tion by intermediate nodes. Three mobility models were used: the Map-Based

from publication V (Helsinki downtown), the Random Waypoint (RWP), and

RollerNet [79].

These studies are summarized in Tables 1-4 and Figure 1 of the publication,

7The increase in the amount of computation roughly corresponds to the number of
pieces into which a message is split on its way to the destination. In hindsight, we could
have measured and reported that increase in our simulated environments.
8This is a probabilistic data structure for encoding and testing set membership [78]. In
our case the set comprises the quantized message’s parts.
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which shows that the probability of false positive can be as high as 0.6 without

delivery ratio decreasing. We reproduce Figure 1 of the publication in Figure 2.6

below.

Figure 2.6. Impact of false positive probability p on the normalized delivery ratio r̂ in three
different scenarios.

The figure shows the overall impact of adopting best effort authentication on

delivery ratio in the three mobility models. The Map-Based and the Random

Waypoint (RWP) plots behave as we would expect: the delivery ratio does not

change much as we increase the probability p of false positive (thus increasing

the amount of hogs’ traffic carried), until the tipping point somewhere between

p = 0.6 and p = 0.8. But there is a surprise in the RollerNet plot: the RollerNet

delivery ratio in Figure 2.6 peaks at p = 0.8.

Even though the peak may be just a random effect, there is also another

possible explanation: This anomaly may be caused by the relative stability

of RollerNet’s topology. Like the other two networks, RollerNet’s connectivity

graph is sparse: a node is connected simultaneously to only a small portion of all

other nodes. (This is apparent in Figure 2.7, which reproduces Figure 5 in [79].)

But in addition, RollerNet’s connectivity graph is also rather stable: the crowd

of rollers glides through the streets stretching and shrinking in the forward

direction, but there is not much mixing within it.

In this kind of network a hog partially isolates itself by overloading its one-hop

neighbors. As a result from this partial isolation, the delivery ratio of benign

nodes increases with the hog’s traffic rate up to a point.

Conclusion

To conclude, we have shown that a best-effort authentication method, which

is easier to attack than generic authentication methods but requires fewer

computations for benign nodes, may be enough for certain networking scenarios.

The caveat with best-effort authentication is that an authentication strength
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Figure 2.7. Figure 5 in [79] showing the average node degree for head and tail groups of nodes
in RollerNet. (A) stands for acceleration period, (C) for constant speed, and (D) for
deceleration of the group.

that is enough in one scenario may be unfit for another.

2.6 Location privacy: publication VI

This publication is about location privacy in a mobile ad hoc network. It is

based on a four-months long experiment in EPFL campus, where an attacker

having 37 access points in an area of 186 by 66 m2 tracked daily the location

of 80 mobile ad hoc network nodes. (See Figure 2.8 below.) The nodes, in turn,

tried to evade tracking by changing their network identifiers from time to time.

They were actually Nokia mobile phones with Nokia Instant Community (also

called Awarenet) software [1, 2] in the hands of EPFL students. We call the

transitory device identifiers “pseudonyms” in this publication. The algorithm

for changing pseudonyms was developed and implemented in the devices before

the trial started. The attacker’s algorithms for tracking devices were finalized

after the trial, when all the data from the sniffing stations had been collected.

In experiments on the collected data we could also make tracking more difficult,

e.g., by removing the records collected by some of the sniffing stations from the

data set.

Awarenet is a mobile ad hoc network intended mainly for devices discovering

local information. Its nodes should broadcast queries and replies regularly and

often. Messages are supposed to be small, about 100 bytes on the average, to

save energy. Since the constant size of the message header is 20 bytes, the

message body is supposed to be only 80 bytes on the average. This restriction

on the message size is by design, rather than due the physical limitations of

the network. An additional precaution keeps the amount of forwarded message
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66 m

186 m

Figure 2.8. Floor plan of the attacked area on EPFL campus. The numbered circles are the
attacker’s Asus routers.

copies under control. Its idea is that a node will not retransmit a message

that it scheduled for sending, if it notices that one of the neighbors happens to

retransmit that same message first. Please note that intermediate nodes that

retransmit an Awarenet message require access to its header.

Attack and defence

Tracking based on message headers

Each device was configured to broadcast a message once in a few seconds. We

have assumed that messages’ content is encrypted and the attacker does not

know how to decrypt it. This hinders the tracking by looking into messages’

content. But message headers in Awarenet are not encrypted and so the attacker

can attempt to track user’s location by linking messages containing the same

sender pseudonym. Even though encrypting message headers would prevent

linking, we decided not to employ this technique because decryption / encryption

of headers would significantly increase the amount of computations that devices

need to do when forwarding messages.

Pseudonym change algorithm (PCA)

To deter location tracking simply by linking messages containing the same

sender pseudonym, devices change their pseudonyms from time to time. Some

of these changes are unconditional and occur at random times during the day.

Others happen only if the current context is considered favorable, like if the
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number of neighbors exceeds ten, for example. In addition, the devices imple-

ment the concept of mix zones [80,81]. The idea is that several nearby devices

will simultaneously enter a period of radio silence, change their pseudonyms,

and each device will start communicating under its new pseudonym after a

device-specific random delay. This coordinated change of pseudonyms in several

devices is triggered by a mix-request message broadcasted by one of them. We

illustrate the mix zone concept in Figure 2.9.

Each pseudonym change and especially radio silence may disrupt ongoing

communication. Indeed, powering down your device once and for all will make

you invisible to the sniffing stations, but at the cost isolating your device. Thus,

there is a trade-off between location privacy and connectivity in setting the

algorithm’s parameters.

Mix zone

PCA-triggered ID change
• Time-dependent
• Context (neighborhood) 

dependent

Mix ?

Figure 2.9. Illustration of the mix zone concept, showing silent period and identifier changes.

Analysis of the findings

The trial reported in this publication seems to be the first field-study that evalu-

ated context-based identifier-change mechanisms under a practical adversary

model with real mobile devices and communication scenarios. Earlier work on

location-privacy preservation with mix zones, like [82] and [83], were mostly

about vehicular networks and done using simulations.

Weakening/strengthening the attack

Our implementation of the attacker follows the theoretical attacker model in

which the local attacker can eavesdrop on message traffic, but not modify, delete
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or inject messages. Our experiments indicate that the actual attacker consisting

of 37 sniffing stations covering an area of approximately 200×100 m2 on the

EPFL campus can track devices in that area with high probability, even though

they employ the mix-zones technique; and that reducing the number of sniffing

stations hinders tracking. The limiting case of weakening the attacker in this

way would be a single sniffing station.

Conversely, the limiting case of strengthening the attacker by adding sniffing

stations both inside and outside the campus is the global passive attacker model.

Please note that this kind of attacker is still weaker than in the Dolev-Yao

model [84], where the attacker has full control of the communication channel.

In addition to eavesdropping the Dolev-Yao attacker can also modify or drop

legitimate messages and send fake ones.

Simplifying/enhancing the defence

We turn now to the limiting cases of our pseudonym change algorithm. The

algorithm could be simplified by diminishing the mix-zone component; until,

in the limiting case, there is no mix-zone component left. Then the algorithm

changes device’s pseudonyms at random times without coordination with other

devices.

Conversely, the mix-zone component of pseudonym change algorithm could

be enhanced. In our experiments the mix-zone component was strengthened

essentially by (i) lengthening silence periods—resulting in larger mix zones;

and (ii) by reducing the time between pseudonym changes—resulting in more

mix-zone instances. The limiting case of enhancing the algorithm in these ways

contains all potential improvements to its mix-zones component.

But periods of radio silence in a mix zone, long enough to defer location

tracking disrupt communication; and these disruptions seem to be too high

for consumer devices. (See section 5.6 in the publication.) And while we could

track nodes in the attacked area, we could not follow them outside that area.

In practice (and contrary to the global attacker model) it may be reasonable to

assume that the attacker is not everywhere.

Conclusions

First, even though the communicating devices in our trial employed state-of-

the-art anti-tracking methods, the real-life attacker could follow them with high

probability. Future work could look into designing better anti-tracking methods.

Second, recall that the attacker had 37 access points in an area of 186 by 66

m2, i.e. he had a sniffing station placed about every 18 meters. While dense

deployment of sniffing stations is realistic when the attacked area is relatively
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small, in large geographical areas it requires rather strong organization.

A weaker but still realistic attacker model, which does not require such strong

organization, could be defined as a collection of islands; all messages sent and

received inside each island are visible to the attacker. And it could be required

that while these islands cover only small part of the total area where devices may

communicate, the benign devices do not know where the islands are. Another

possibility is to require that significant portion of the communication between

benign devices happens outside these islands. Evaluating pseudonym change

algorithms against this weaker attacker could be continued in future research.

Third, a very simple anti-tracking algorithm, that changes the device pseudonym

at random moments several times per day (and does not even attempt to evade

a global attacker), may be in practice on a par with mix zone-based techniques

in maintaining a degree of location privacy of hand-held consumer devices.

Verifying this could also be a topic of future research.
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3. Studies of fragmented message
transmission

We study message fragmentation in the simplest case of a single disrupted link

over which the message needs to be delivered in publications VII and VIII: Meth-

ods to estimate the mean transmission time of a fragmented message within

a basic system model are developed in publication VII; publication VIII deals

with fragmentation algorithms over a single link. In publication IX we study

transmission times of fragmented message over multiple disrupted links.

To enable theoretical understanding we have reduced fragmented message

transmission in challenged network in all its complication to a few elementary

constituents and interactions. While our single- and multi-link models are

interesting and mathematically tractable, none of the practical, actual setups

follow exactly all our assumptions. Nevertheless, those models are useful in

understanding these practical setups.

The cue to our modeling is the bundle protocol [24] in the Delay Tolerant

Networking (DTN) architecture [13,17]. Recall that the protocol offers transport

services for applications and allows creation of self-contained messages that

enable complete application interactions by a single message exchange. The

self-contained messages (bundles) may be much larger than IP packets. The

architecture is designed for networks where an end-to-end path may not exist,

i.e., the messages are transmitted link-by-link. Any suitable convergence layer

(like TCP or UDP) can be used for transmitting a bundle over a single link.

Bundle has a lifetime, after which it expires and is removed from the network.

Main Premises

We discuss next four of the main premises in our system model.

1. Retransmit until it gets through

A message has a time-to-live parameter L assigned to it; that parameter reflects

the end of message’s usefulness to the receiver. If the link fails during trans-
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mission, the sending node will attempt to retransmit this message (fragment)

during the next contact time. It will continue to do this until the whole message

has been transmitted, or until the lifetime of the message expires. The indication

of successful transmission by the node at the other end of the disruptive link,

or the recognition by the sender that the link has failed, are assumed to be

completely reliable and immediate.

2. ON-OFF link model

We assume in our studies the existence of an underlying protocol stack that

offers reliable delivery of messages between neighboring nodes. This protocol

stack “hides” many of the bit errors and frame losses occurring at the wireless

link layer from the higher layers, which see only a certain net data transfer

rate between disruptions. It supports a simple ON-OFF model of the link states,

where the link speed during the ON state is constant. Since we abstract the

physics of the radio channel between two nodes into a ON-OFF contact pattern

we are not concerned with things like the time it takes an electrical wave to

traverse the distance between the nodes. The durations of the ON and OFF link

states are assumed to have finite mean and variance. We divide all message

sizes by the link speed, measuring them in seconds. For instance, if the link

speed is 1 Kb/s, we say that the size of a 1 Kb message is one second.1

It is assumed that the distribution of the link state durations are known to

the sender; in practice, they can be estimated from the past contact and inter-

contact times. (One exception are the feedback-based algorithms H2 and H3 in

publication VIII, where calculations based on this knowledge are replaced with

self-adjusting feedback loop.)

Please note that the average speeds of an actual link seen by the bundle

protocol may vary between contacts due to the changing physical conditions. In

Appendix A of publication VIII we describe an additional preprocessing step

after which methods for estimating transmission time of a message under the

assumption that the average link speed is the same during all contacts, may be

applied when the average link speeds are different.

An example will clarify this. Suppose that a Wireless LAN link that works

according to the 802.11g standard was OFF for a second and then ON for another

second. The link’s transmission speed during the ON epoch was 24 Mb/s on the

average. (So a sender can transmit at most 24 Mb during this on epoch.) The

actual data exchange on a 802.11g link will always occur at lower rates than

1A natural unit for fragmentation questions is the mean contact (ON) duration. In
hindsight, we could have divided all quantities having the dimension of time by the
mean contact duration, making them dimensionless.
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54 Mb/s. Therefore, we scale the durations of OFF and ON epochs so that the

same 24 Mb may be transmitted within the scaled ON epoch at the theoretical

maximum speed of 54 Mb/s, while keeping the sum of OFF and ON epoch at

two seconds. The scaled ON and OFF epochs are 24
54 ·1s = 0.44 seconds and

1+ (1−0.44) = 1.56 seconds, respectively. This scaling, when applied to past

sequence of OFF/ON states having different average speeds during ON, results

in a sequence of OFF/ON states having same speed during ON.

Notice that (i) same amount of data may be transmitted in any OFF/ON cycle

of the scaled sequence as in the corresponding OFF/ON cycle in the original

sequence, and (ii) the size of the individual OFF/ON cycle durations in the scaled

sequence is the same as in the original one. As a result, the difference between

transmission times of a message over the scaled sequence and over the original

sequence is due to the differences in the first and in the last OFF/ON cycles

only. (In the first OFF/ON cycle message transmission over the scaled sequence

will start later than over the original one; in the last OFF/ON cycle message

transmission over the scaled sequence will end later than over the original one.)

This allows fragmentation algorithms to work with the scaled sequence of past

link state durations (having constant link speed) when estimating message

transmission times.

3. The sender quantizes messages before transmission

The sender prepares the message for fragmentation by dividing it into blocks

of size f , called “fragmentation unit”, and this is done before transmission.

The quantized message size x is a function of the original message size m, the

fragmentation unit f and the header size h in each block: x = x(m, f ,h). The

message may be fragmented on its way to the destination only along the borders

defined by f .

This is motivated by a combination of (1) security and (2) efficiency considera-

tions.

(1) Firstly, since a contact between two nodes may abruptly end, the forwarding

node (be it the originating or an intermediate node) must decide on the fragmen-

tation borders and add the appropriate message authentication codes (MACs)

before transmitting the message. (2) Secondly, marshaling and assembly of the

message pieces at the destination is easier with fixed f .

These considerations support the design where the sender decides on fragmen-

tation borders and creates the MACs needed for validating that message; the

intermediate nodes will only validate.

The steps of message packaging (quantization) by the sender, and the subse-
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quent transmission of the entire message over a single link are illustrated in

Figures 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

m

f-h f-hf-h r

f r+h

x

h

f f f

f-h

Figure 3.1. After quantization and addition of headers of size h by the sender the message size
expands from m to x. The packaged message is ready to be fragmented along the
borders defined by the fragmentation unit size f . The size r+h of the last block in
the quantized message may be smaller than f .

time

X1 X2

Y1 Y2

ON

OFF f

Xf,1 Xf,2

f f f

r+h
t(x)

X3

f f f f

x

Figure 3.2. Schematic illustration of transmission time t(x) of message x over a single link. The
transmission time in that example includes two full ON epochs (contact times), X1
and X2; part of a third ON epoch X3; and two OFF epochs (inter-contact times) Y1
and Y2. The shaded parts of X1 and X2 could not be utilized due to the message
quantization into units of size f . The “useful” unshaded parts of the first two ON
epochs, X1 and X2, are denoted with X f ,1 and X f ,2.

We remark that the possible reassembly of fragments in intermediate nodes

does not affect transmission times in our model, as long as the fragmentation

unit size f is constant during message transmission.

The possible values of f lie between two extremes: On the one hand, the

sending node A has a lower bound on a packet size. This smallest packet size

is also the smallest fragmentation unit size in practice, denoted with f0. (For

example, it could be the size of the header h plus the time it takes to transmit

one byte.) On the other hand, the largest f that is possible in theory for a given

message: f = x, results when the packaged message contains only a single block

formed by the original message m and the header h. (Since the message is
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quantized into a single block it cannot be fragmented.)2

It is evident from Figure 3.2 that if we let f and h approach zero, then

the transmission time is at its theoretical lower bound: There is no waste

of transmission time (no shaded parts in ON epochs) due to quantization of

the message into indivisible blocks; and the transmission time is affected by

link disruptions only. We derive ways to estimate the average value of this

fundamental lower bound in publication VII. The premise that f approaches

zero is notated there with “ f = 0”.

4. The less fragments the better

The quantization of the message into blocks before its transmission, enables

message fragments consisting of one or more such blocks to be transmitted

successfully, even if the connection time is too short for transmitting the entire

message. But fragmentation in the actual network may also reduce the chances

of delivering the entire message to its destination, due to lost or misrouted frag-

ments. Increasing the block size f will tend to reduce the number of fragments

and thus improve the chances of successful delivery. In our simple model we

assume that if we decrease f , then the cost of transmitting a message increases.

There is, therefore, a tension in the sender’s choice of f : On the one hand,

smaller f may help to utilize contact timers better and thus decrease the time

needed to deliver a message. On the other hand, larger f may increase the

chances of delivering the entire message to its destination. We are thus led

to investigate how a sender node A can reduce the number of fragments by

setting the size of a fragmentation block f large, while still allowing in-time

delivery of the message to the receiver B. Methods for doing this are developed

in publication VIII.

3.1 Single link theory: publication VII

In this publication we develop methods to analytically estimate the mean time

of fragmented message transmission over a single disrupted link when the dis-

tributions of the contact and inter-contact times are independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.). The statistics of the contact times do not need to be the same

as the statistics of the inter-contact times. Please note that while the i.i.d. as-

sumption enables us to do mathematics and in that way understand better the

fundamentals of fragmented message transmission, we do not claim it to be true

2In practice, the largest possible f may be less than x. This happens when x exceeds
the link’s maximum transmission unit (MTU).
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in the real world: Calculations of the mean transmission time made under that

assumption may give a good approximation to the actual transmission time only

if the circumstances do not change much during transmission of a message.

Our formulas for the mean transmission time T(x) and the mean number of

contacts N(x) needed to transmit a message are summarized in Table I of the

publication. (The leftmost column in the summary contains the number of the

section in which the corresponding expression has been introduced.) There are

two ways to estimate T(x) for the case of generally distributed contact and inter-

contact times (based on equations V.4 and V.11, respectively), T(x) asymptotic

behavior (equations V.12 and V.14), and several ways to compute N(x) in special

cases.

We have used those results as a source of approximations in our fragmentation

algorithms in publication VIII, and in estimating the mean transmission time

over multiple links in publication IX.

Discussion

In the rest of this section we will highlight two qualitative results of publication

VII. These are i) asymptotic linearity of the mean transmission time with respect

to the message size x, when the fragmentation unit size f is kept constant; and

ii) non-linearity of mean transmission time with respect to the fragmentation

unit size f , when x is kept constant.

i. When f is kept constant the mean transmission time of a fragmented

message over a single link T(x) is an asymptotically linear function of x for a

typical distribution of ON and OFF epochs with finite mean and variance. (See

equation (V.12) in the publication). We illustrate this fact in Figure 3.3. The

slope of the asymptotic line depends on f , the distribution of ON epochs and on

the mean size of the OFF epoch. The mean transmission time of large messages

is insensitive to the distribution of OFF epochs (inter-contact times) beyond the

mean.

ii. But the transmission time behaves in a non-linear way with respect to the

fragmentation unit size f . This is due to a number of reasons.

1. An example of the first is that the contact times in challenged networks do

not last forever. For instance, if any contact time is at most 5 seconds, then

the message transmission time jumps to infinity when f > 5s. (If we set f to

more than 5 seconds, then there is no chance of transmitting the message.)

Generalizing from this example, a non-linearity in the mean transmission

time with respect to f may be caused by a discontinuity in the distribution of
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Figure 3.3. Illustration from [85] of the asymptotic linearity of the fragmented message’s mean
transmission time T(x) over a single link when the ON and OFF periods of the
link are exponentially or uniformly distributed and have the mean of one second.
The fragmentation unit sizes are f = 10−3 seconds and f = 1 second. Each dot “•”
represents the mean transmission time in simulated environment of 2000 messages
having size x.

the contact times.

2. The second is that, as illustrated in Figure 3.1, the quantized (packaged)

message size x depends on f in a non-linear way: the growth of the message

size due addition of headers to the message’s blocks is roughly proportional to

1/( f −h), where h is the header’s size.

3. After neutralizing the effect of the headers by setting header size h to zero, we

have found an additional, deeper cause for non-linearity of transmission time

with respect to f : Sometimes, increasing f makes the transmitted message

pieces fit better into the forthcoming contact times; then bigger f will speed up

the message transmission. This is illustrated in Appendix A of the publication,

where we show first, that for a given sequence of the ON times, the transmis-

sion time may decrease when f increases. Second, we also show that the mean

number of ON epochs needed to transmit a message (and hence the mean

transmission time) may decrease when f decreases.3 Thus the transmission

time is not necessarily a monotonic function of f due to occasionally better fit

with bigger f .

3We remark that this phenomena is not visible in plots that show asymptotic behavior
of mean contact time, like those in Figure 3.3. This is because it occurs at smallish
message sizes x whose order of magnitude is about the same as the mean contact time;
a magnified view of the down-left corner in the figure would be needed to observe this
phenomena.
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All in all, increasing the fragmentation unit size f slows down the message

transmission in our model, because there are less suitable contact times to carry

the larger message pieces. But this slowdown is compensated somewhat: first,

because there is less data to transmit (less extra headers); and second because

the bigger message pieces may pack themselves better into the forthcoming

contact times.

The non-linear behavior (including the occasional non-monotonicity) of trans-

mission time with respect to the fragmentation unit size f has algorithmic

implications. For example, consider communications in deep space where radio

contact times are typically possible to predict: Suppose that—like the oracle-

based algorithms in section 4.1 of our publication VIII—you are lucky to know in

advance the sequence of future link state durations, and you want to chose the

largest f that will still deliver the message in-time, before the deadline expires.

Then, a binary search for f that gives the smallest transmission time over the

sequence of future link states will not necessarily find the best f . You will have

to do exhaustive search in all possible values of f , or design a search strategy

that takes the non-linearity of transmission time with respect to f into account.

The algorithm O2 in section 4.1 of publication VIII is an example of the latter

approach.

3.2 Single link algorithms: publication VIII

Recall that in our model the message may be fragmented on its way to the

destination only along the borders defined by the fragmentation unit f , and that

errors causing packets drops can be added into our model as link disruptions.

In this publication we show how the sender may choose f in the simplest

case of message transmission over a single disrupted link. We first classify

the fragmentation algorithms, i.e. the algorithms for choosing f , based on the

knowledge available at the sending node and design example algorithms in

each class. Then we compare the performance of four fragmentation algorithms

in six simulated environments. We have experimented both with constant

and with exponentially distributed message sizes in those simulations. The

assumption that link state durations are i.i.d., made in publication VII for

mathematical simplicity, is waved aside in part of these simulations. The

number of simulated scenarios is large because we wanted to understand how

robust the perceived difference in performance between the algorithms is to

changes in the environment.

We assume that the cost of transmitting a message of size m increases with
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the number of fragments into which that message may be split. Our target is to

minimize this cost, provided that the message transmission time t(x) does not

exceed the deadline L. Therefore, we seek the largest possible fragmentation unit

f for a given message size m and the constraint L on the message transmission

time.

The question of how to choose f can be approached in two ways: First, what

is the largest f , for which the mean transmission time T(x) does not exceed L?

This is the problem of in-time delivery in the mean. Second, what is the largest

f , for the probability of delivering the message before the deadline L is exceeds

1−ε? The lower bound 1−ε on the probability of in-time delivery could be, e.g.,

0.95. This is the problem of in-time delivery in probability. In this publication

we give example algorithms designed to solve these problems for a single link. In

the example algorithms for in-time delivery in probability the target probability

of in-time delivery is achieved using a feedback mechanism.

We divide the algorithms into three classes: Oracle- Distribution- and History-

based, according to the information known to the sender. Example algorithms in

each class are defined in section 4 of the publication. Our comparative evaluation

of four algorithms representing those classes is described in section 5.

An oracle-based algorithm cannot be realized as such in practice because

the future is unknown. The concept of an oracle-based algorithm serves two

purposes. First, the fragmentation unit size chosen by oracle-based algorithm

may serve as a yardstick against which choices by practical algorithms are

measured. Second, thinking about how an oracle would solve the in-time delivery

problem gives an insight into building practical algorithms. The two practical

algorithms that performed best in our simulations are the History-based H3 and

the Distribution-based D1.

The first of those, H3, is the algorithm from the paper by Jelenković and

Tan [86] that we have augmented with feedback loop to adjust f , as shown in

Figure 3.4. We have added the feedback loop because the original Jelenković

and Tan’s algorithm fails to deliver in time when the message size x is large.

This, and the effect of adding the feedback loop are shown on Figure 3.5.

In our evaluations of H3 and other algorithms that incorporate corrective

feedback, the target of the feedback loop was that the overall proportion of

in-time message deliveries to 0.95. We have found experimentally that when the

targeted proportion of in-time delivery is higher, e.g., 0.99, the fragmentation

algorithms do deliver messages in-time, but at the cost of splitting the message

into many small fragments.

The second algorithm, D1, searches for largest f such that the mean trans-
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0<α (x) ≤ 1

max( f0, α (x) f ) Transmit

Algorithm

f

adjust α (x)

success/
failure

{Xi , Yi }w

last w
Choose f

link states

message
of size x

Figure 3.4. Feedback-based adjustment of f . In our implementation the range [0,∞) of possible
message sizes is divided into sixteen bins (intervals): [Bi−1,Bi). Each bin [Bi−1,Bi)
has a different correction factor αi to the value of f returned by the algorithm, and
that αi is used when the quantized message size x is in [Bi−1,Bi). Furthermore,
only αi is adjusted after success or failure of transmitting that message in-time.

mission time T(x) for a given distribution of link disruptions is still less than

the deadline L. The distribution of link disruptions is estimated from past

observations of link states. The estimate of T(x) as a function of f is based on

the results in our publication VII.

Here is the conclusion of our comparative study: If the target proportion of

in-time delivery 1−ε≤ 0.95 is acceptable, then H3 is the best algorithm among

those we have tried. It will deliver messages in-time with the least amount of

fragments. But if the target proportion should be higher than 0.95, then the

algorithm D1 should be used. It will deliver messages in-time with very high

probability in most scenarios.

Discussion

In challenged networking we are typically interested more in the proportion

of messages that arrive before the deadline expires (the delivery ratio), than

in their mean delay. Therefore, in-time delivery in probability would be more

interesting than in-time delivery in the mean. But as advocated by Jain, Fall and

Patra in [30], optimizing performance with respect to the mean may indirectly

improve the probability of delivery, also when improving the probability of

delivery directly is hard. This point has been confirmed in our experiments.

End-to-end feedback is widely used to tune the performance of networking

algorithms. And indeed, we have confirmed that a feedback loop may improve

the performance of a given fragmentation algorithm with respect to the in-

time delivery goal over a single link. But applicability of end-to-end feedback

over multi-link paths in disrupted networks may be restricted by unreliable
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Figure 3.5. Part of Figure 6 (a) in the publication that shows the effect of adding a feedback
loop on a performance of an algorithm in simulated environment. On the left is the
probability of in-time delivery when the deadline is set to 100 seconds; on the right
is the average fragmentation unit size f chosen by the algorithm. As explained in
section 4.2.1 of the publication, the parentheses, like “(w=2, k=4)” after the label H0,
contain the algorithm’s parameters.
We see that the Jelenković and Tan’s algorithm—labeled H0(w = 2,k = 4)—fails to
deliver in time when the message size x is large (left), because it does not change the
average f when messages are large (right); while the same algorithm augmented
with a feedback loop—labeled H3(w = 2,k = 4,n = 16)—adapts to large messages by
reducing f .

transmission of the feedback messages from the destination back to the source

node. This restriction motivates further studies of fragmentation algorithms

that can work in presence of unreliable multi-link paths.

Fragmentation affects the amount of work (computations and radio transmis-

sion time) that a device does per message. Future research could study the

precise impact of these fragmentation effects on device’s power consumption.

3.3 Multi-link theory: publication IX

This publication is about estimating the mean transmission time of fragmented

messages over multiple disrupted links. We define a basic system model for the

case where a single message is sent over a chain of n links. The disruptions in

these links are identically and independently distributed; the chain is homoge-

neous in space and time and its links operate independently from each other.

This case occurs, e.g., in a static multi-hop wireless network, where link disrup-

tions can be due to physical intervention. We want to estimate the transmission

time of a single fragmented message over an empty chain of disrupted links.

The message may be rather long. The reason we chose to study this scenario is

that it seems to capture one essential aspect of what happens in DTN. In some

sense the only steady state in this scenario is the trivial case of the initially

empty chain. For that reason, steady-state solutions of queuing networks are

not directly applicable here.
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We first give the simple upper and lower bounds in inequalities (1)-(3) in the

publication. Then we derive an approximation formula for the mean transmis-

sion time (equation (5) in the publication), based on number of links, length

of fragments and distributions of disruptions. The formula is verified against

simulation experiments in the cases of uniform and exponential distributions for

disruptions. I stress that while we are using this kind of disruptions to test our

formulas, our methods are not restricted to disruptions having exponential or

uniform distributions: when the distribution of disruptions has finite mean and

variance, the mean transmission times of fragmented messages can be estimated

using our methods.

The sending node needs to know the distribution of the time between link dis-

ruptions to estimate the mean transmission time with these methods. Assuming

that knowledge in the sender is reasonable in the case of homogeneous chain

that we address in this publication, because the distribution of the time between

disruptions in the first link of the chain can be directly estimated by the sender

from accumulated past observations, and the distributions in the other links are

the same as in the first.

10 2 3
link1 link2 link3A B

Figure 3.6. Schematic illustration from publication IX of a three disrupted links’ chain between
the sender A (node 0) and the receiver B (node 3). T1(x), T2(x), and T3(x) are the
mean transmission times of a message having size x over one, two, and three links,
respectively. Q1(x, t) and Q2(x, t) model the average amount of data queued in the
intermediate nodes 1 and 2 at time t.

Our numbering of nodes and links in the chain is illustrated on Figure 3.6:

we number the nodes starting with zero and the links connecting them starting

with one. (For instance, the data comes into node one through link one and it

goes out of that node through link two.) The derivation of our approximation

publication starts with a simple observation: The transmission time of the whole

message into node n is the time it takes to transmit the whole message over the

first n−1 links, plus the time it takes to transmit over the last, nth link the data

queued in the n−1 node, when all n−1 nodes before it are already empty. In

our approximation for the mean transmission time we first replace all variables

mentioned in the previous sentence with their respective means.

Second, we replace the average amount of data queued in the penultimate

node n−1 at time t during transmission of message size x with the average

amount of data queued at node n−1 at time t when x is very large—much larger
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than any message we may wish to send over a chain of links. We illustrate the

difference between these two queues in the first intermediate node on Figure

3.7.

An advantage of this substitution is that the always-growing mean queue size

when x is considered “infinite” (i.e. very large) is simpler to estimate than when

x is finite. And up to the moment when the transmission of the message over the

first n−1 links ends, the “infinite” x–queue size and the actual, finite x–queue

size in the node n−1 are close enough to each other for the purposes of our

approximation.
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Figure 3.7. Schematic illustration of the average queue sizes in the first intermediate node when
the message is finite and “infinite”. The “infinite” message is much larger than any
actual message that we may wish to send.

The result is the recursive equation (5) in the publication. To compute this

recursion we need to know how to estimate (i) the mean transmission time over

a single link (for any message size x), and (ii) the mean queue size as a function

of time in intermediate nodes when x is “infinite”.

The estimate of (i) is based on the results in publication VII in this thesis.

The estimate of (ii) is derived using the concept of random walk in section IV. In

brief, we have modeled the length of the queue in node 1 (the first intermediate

node of the chain in Figure 3.6) as a random walk with reflecting barrier at

zero.4 This model captures the fluctuations in the data flow through node 1 that

are caused by the disruptions of its two adjacent links. (Those are the links

numbered 1 and 2.) The model is more complicated farther along the chain,

at the distance of k = 2,3, . . . , n−1 links from the sender: Similarly to node

1, there will be fluctuations in the data flow through node k that are caused

by the disruptions of its two adjacent links. (Those are the links numbered k

and k+1.) But the disruptions of the preceding, nonadjacent k−1 links also

affect the flow of data into the kth node; they cause additional gaps in that flow.

4This process behaves like an unrestricted random walk whenever it is positive and is
pushed up to be equal to zero whenever it tries to become negative.
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For that reason we have added negative drift to the random walk model when

k > 1. The strength of that drift increases with k. Then we have estimated the

mean size of the kth queue as a function of time using results from random walk

theory and an approximation to the negative drift.

The approximations to the mean transmission time over five links in equation

(5) were compared with mean transmission times obtained in simulations with

three fragmentation unit sizes, several message sizes, and two distributions of

disruptions, exponential and uniform.
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Figure 3.8. The top plots show the actual “•”, and the approximated “◦” values of the mean trans-
mission times when message size is 48 s over up to ten links with two fragmentation
unit sizes f : 1ms, and 1s. Each actual value “•” is the average of 2000 transmission
times. The mean duration of ON and OFF epochs in all links is 1s.
On the bottom plot we repeat the approximation “◦” to the mean transmission time
with message size 48 seconds in the case of f = 1s and exponentially distributed
disruptions. Among the four cases shown in the top plots, this is the one where
our approximation diverges the most from the actual mean. We add to the plot
the inter-quartile range and the median of 2000 actual transmission times. The
upper and the lower tips of each gray bar indicate, respectfully, the 75% and the
25% quantiles; the bar’s mid tick is the position of the median. It can be observed
that up to the distance of six links from the sender our approximation is within the
interquartile range of the actual transmission times.

In Figure 3.8 we extend the results shown in Figure 2 of the publication from
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five to ten links. It is apparent that the mean transmission time is concave with

respect to the number of links. From Table 1 in the publication we see that the

maximum in absolute value relative error between our approximation and the

actual mean transmission time decreases as the message gets larger, on the one

hand; and it increases with the number of links, on the other hand.

In sum, our approximation is good for large message sizes that are at least

few (say, ten) times bigger than the mean time between disruptions. The main

reason for this limitation is that when the transmitted message is small, the

queues in the intermediate nodes are mostly empty during the transmission

time, and our approximation to their size that is derived assuming very long

message does not apply.

We have recently found another formula for messages of the same order of

magnitude as the mean of single ON epoch. We have included this result in the

extended version [85] of this publication.

3.4 What we have learned

Several recent works study message fragmentation questions that are related

to the ones in this dissertation. Jelenković and Tan showed analytically in [86]

that the mean transmission time of unfragmented messages over a disrupted

link may become arbitrarily large in some cases, and introduced a fragmentation

algorithm (labeled H0(w,k) in section 4.2 of our publication VIII) to mitigate

this problem. The performance of that algorithm is evaluated using simulations.

Their analysis is done under a simplifying assumption that each transmission of

a fragmentation unit block starts in the beginning of a contact time: within any

contact time at most one block may be transmitted.

Nair, Andrew, Low and Doyle study in [87] the asymptotic behavior of message

transmission time over a single link. They also show how to divide the message

into blocks so that, under certain restrictions on the distribution of contact times,

the mean transmission time of a message is minimized. The optimal choice

consists of dividing the message so that all blocks except, perhaps, the last one

are of equal size.

Jain, Fall and Patra [30] have identified many important issues in DTN routing,

including message fragmentation. Pitkänen, Keränen and Ott [5] conducted

extensive study of fragmentation in mobile DTN based on simulations. We have

used their insights in our model formulation.

The essence of what can be learned from our publications VII, VIII and IX is as

follows. A natural unit for fragmentation questions is the mean contact duration:
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a message is small or large if it fits into (can be transmitted in) a typical contact

or not. The dynamics of fragmented message transmission for small and large

messages are different. This is why small and large messages seem to need

different ways to estimate their transmission time over a chain of disrupted

links.

Increasing the fragmentation unit size f slows down the message transmission

in our model, because there are less suitable contact times to carry the larger

message pieces. But this slowdown is compensated somewhat: first, because

there is less data to transmit (less extra headers); and second because the bigger

message pieces may pack themselves better into the forthcoming contact times.

Fragmented message transmission can be a complex process already in the

single link case. Mean transmission time of a message over a single link is

asymptotically linear in our model with respect to the message size x, when the

fragmentation unit size f is kept constant; and it is non-linear with respect to

the fragmentation unit size f , when x is kept constant.

When contact and inter-contact times (i) have finite mean and variance, (ii)

are independent, and (iii) have distributions that do not change in time, we

know how to estimate the mean transmission time of fragmented message over

a single link.

We also know how to estimate the mean transmission time of a fragmented

message over a homogeneous chain of n independent links having identical

distributions of disruptions (again with finite mean and variance). It is notable

that when a message is large this time is concave with respect to the number of

links n.

Feedback loop may improve the performance of a given fragmentation algo-

rithm with respect to the in-time delivery goal over a single link. But applica-

bility of end-to-end feedback over multi-link paths in disrupted networks may

be restricted by unreliable transmission of the feedback messages from the

destination back to the source node.
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4. Conclusion

In this work we have investigated (1) security and privacy, as well as (2) resource

management, in networks where nodes are partially isolated from from each

other and from support infrastructures. Partial isolation of the nodes aggravates

resource scarcity. For example, the large pool of remote computation and storage

in data centers—the “cloud”—can be accessed only occasionally, or not at all.

Recall our thesis that (1) and (2) are closely related and tend to influence each

other: On the one hand, security impacts on resource management whenever

we allocate scarce resources to mitigate potential attacks on the system. On

the other hand, access to scarce resources needs to be controlled, which implies

authorization of devices that consume scarce resources. Authorization, in turn,

may bring with it other security features, like authentication, data integrity

and privacy. Please note that there is a trade-off here: there should be enough

resources to support security features, which in the first place were introduced

to protect scarce resources.

The close relation between (1) and (2) is evident in the table below, where we

classify our publications according to these two lines. The bullet point • indicates

the main line of the publication, while the circle sign ◦ indicates a secondary

line that strongly impacts the main one.

Publication nr. I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX

Security and privacy • • • • • • ◦ ◦ ◦
Resource mangement ◦ • • ◦ • • •

In publication III we have put two designs for DTN security side-by-side and

compared them based on the amount of resources (computations and the number

of messages) required; in publication IV the protection of the benign node’s

memory from malicious outsiders needs message authentication; in publication

V we show that techniques like spot-checking may save a large part of computa-

tions expended in intermediate nodes of mobile opportunistic network during
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authentication of fragmented messages; in publication VI we conclude that

periods of radio silence long enough to defer location tracking in an attacked

area significantly disrupt communications by reducing the contract time be-

tween devices; and finally, in publications VII, VIII and IX the sender quantizes

messages into constant-size fragmentation units to enable the cryptographic

validation of message pieces in intermediate nodes.

The conclusion emerging from our work is that security and resource man-

agement in challenged networks are likely to impact each other. Thus, in a

potentially hostile environment of challenged networks you (the network’s de-

signer) should not introduce resource management schemes without examining

their impact on the network’s security. Conversely, you should not provide

security features without carefully considering first the resources they consume.
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Errata

Publication I

Here is the key agreement protocol in the right column, third page of the

publication:

(1) Mn → ALL : Mn,P(E)

(2) Mi → Mn: Mi,P(E(Ri,Si)), i = 1, . . .n−1

(3) Mn → Mi: Ri({S j, j = 1, . . .n}); i = 1, . . .n−1

(4) Mi → Mn: Mi,K(Si,H(S1,S2, . . .Sn)), for some i

Two modifications can be made to it based on the analysis in Steel, Bundy and

Maidl [88]. The first is to include the sender’s identifier in the encrypted part of

steps (1) and (2):

(1) Mn → ALL : Mn,P(E,E(Mn))

(2) Mi → Mn: Mi,P(E(Mi,Ri,Si)), i = 1, . . .n−1

Its goal is to detect attacker’s switching the clear-text Mn, or Mi with another

identifier.

The second is that step (4) should be addressed to all participants:

(4) Mi → ALL: Mi,K(Si,H(S1,S2, . . .Sn)), for some i

The goal of this modification is to reduce somewhat the attacker’s advantage

when he is the leader Mn.

Publication II

Today I would have written “many”, rather than “most” in the sentence “However,

for most services cellular authentication would be good enough,” in section 1,

last paragraph.
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Errata

Publication IV

1. Definition of SIZE(S) in Figure 5 on the fourth page of the publication as

“fraction of buffer occupied by messages in S” implies that the messages in the

set S are already in the node’s buffer. This was not our intention. SIZE(S) is

better defined as “the total size of the messages in the set S divided by the node’s

buffer size.”

2. Third paragraph above the heading of section 5.2, on the fourth page of the

publication: “Messages have a time-to-live (TTL) attribute set to 3 hours and

their sizes are uniformly distributed between 100 and 2 MB.” There should be

“KB” after “100”.

3. Fifth paragraph of section 6, on the fifth page of the publication: “We can

estimate the time it takes to fill buffers by estimating the average buffer size and

dividing by the average data generation rate. In our case: 20 MB/(10 messages/h

× 1 MB/message), i. e., two hours.”

The origin of the “10 messages/h” estimate in the data generation rate is

not clear from the text; that value may have been obtained from simulations.

Anyway, it seems too high by about 25%: Benign nodes, which constitute 90% of

the population, generate one message per hour per node, while resource hogs,

which constitute 10% of the population, generate 10 messages per hour per node.

On the average, we have 0.9 ·1+0.1 ·10= 1.9 new messages/h per node. Message

sizes were uniformly distributed between 0.2 and 2 MB. So the average message

size was about 1 MB. The binary Spray and Wait routing protocol replicates

these messages. With our setting of six initial “copies” the protocol replicates

each message at most twice, so the total amount of copies of each message after

the replications is (at most) four. Taking that as an estimate of the number

of copies, we obtain that the data generation rate (including copies) is about

1.9×4×1 MB = 7.6 MB per hour per node. The time it takes to fill the 20 MB

buffer (and reach a steady state) at this rate can be estimated as 20 MB/7.6 MB,

i. e., 2.6 hours. This estimate is still less than our three-hours TTL; and it is

also more in line than two hours with what we see in Figures 6 and 8 of the

publication.

4. The sentence above Figure 11: “At loads of 1000 and 2000 total messages the

intermediary node buffers never become congested.” should be “At offered loads

of 1000 and 2000 total messages circulating in the network the intermediary

node buffers never become congested.” Similarly, the horizontal axis in Figure

12 should have the “Offered load” label.
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Errata

Publication VII

The last sentence in the first paragraph on the right column of the Introduction

section: “In both cases the fragmented data is re-assembled only at its destina-

tion,” is wrong: according to the RFC 5050 [24] also an intermediate node can

re-assemble fragments into a new bundle.

Publication VIII

1. The last sentence in the third paragraph on the right column of the Intro-

duction section: “In both cases the fragmented data is re-assembled only at its

destination,” is wrong: according to the RFC 5050 [24] also an intermediate node

can re-assemble fragments into a new bundle.

2. In the last sentence of the column below Figure 3, on the third page of the

publication: “Please note that in reality the sender may also need to quantize a

set of several messages; and we outline a way to do this for in-time delivery in

the mean in B,” the words “in B” should be “in Appendix B”.

3. The description of the algorithm O2 on the fourth page, right column,

continues until the bottom of the page. Hence the square sign “�” indicating

the end of the algorithm’s description should be the last thing on the page, after

Step 2.2.

Publication IX

In the caption of Figure 1, section II: “Schematic illustration of a chain of three

disrupted links’ chain,” the words “of a chain” should be deleted.

In the last column of section III, first paragraph from the top, replace the

second sentence with “For the limiting case where the fragmentation unit f is

the smallest possible, we get a simple estimate by T(x)= 2x because the link is in

the ON state half of the time (in average) and it is possible to utilize the whole of

each ON epoch for transmitting message fragments. This simple approximation

ignores the well-known residual life paradox: when transmission starts during

an OFF epoch, this first OFF epoch is expected to be longer than the average

length of OFF epochs. But especially for longer messages, the effect of this error

seems to be rather small.”

In section IV, fifth paragraph below Table I: the sentence “The relative errors

were computed as the difference between the actual (simulated) value of Tk(x)

and our approximation to Tk(x), divided by the actual value of Tk(x).” should be
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“The relative errors were computed as the difference between our approximation

to Tk(x) and the actual (simulated) value of Tk(x), divided by the actual value of

Tk(x).”
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